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Manipur CSOs remember October
Mass Rally 2018; re-iterated its
stand taken against any
disturbance to Manipur’s unity
IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
Major civil society
organisations of the
state today observed a
remembrance function
of the mass rally held
on this day of 2018 here
in Imphal cautioning the
government of India of
serious consequences if
the integrity of the
state is disturbed while
bring settling the vex
NSCN-IM issues.
“We still stand with the
resolution we adopted
on this day of 2018
after the historic mass
rally staged here in
Imphal and any impact
to the state of Manipur
while
bringing
settlement with the
NSCN-IM will not be
tolerated”, General
Secretary of United
Committee Manipur
(UCM)
Khuraijam
Athouba said while
speaking
on
the
occasion.
He said even as the

Prime Minister of India
had promise time and
again
about
the
protection of Manipur’s
territorial
and
administrative
boundary, the silence on
the part of the
government of India to
what NSCN-IM supremo
Th. Muivah had stated
make the people
sceptical to the promise
made by him.
“Prime
Minister
Nar endra Modi had
promise to ensure the
safety of the Manipur’s
boundary thrice, he had
promise that no land of
Manipur will be effected
while solving the issue
of the NSCN-IM while
visiting the state and
even the Home Minister
Amid Shah had also
assured to the 14
member delegations of
the Manipur’s CSOs that
no part of the state is
mention in the talk with
the NSCN-IM, however,
NSCN-IM
supremo
Muiv ah has been

mentioning time and
again
about
the
assurance given by the
India government to
form o separate
Territorial council for
the Nagas in Manipur
saying that, that is the
first step of form a
Nagalim by segregating
land from all Naga
inhabited region during
interview with Indian
Journalist
Karan
Thappar”, Athouba said
adding that why the
government of India is
not giving any response
to the claim Th Muivah.
Athouba expressed
dissatisfaction
“ We are ready to
upraise any time if the
Manipur integrity is put
in trouble while solving
the NSCN-IM issue’,
Jitendra Ningomba ,
General Secretary of
CCSK said.
Jitendra reminded the
June 18 uprising of
2001 and said that the
forefather of this land
had fought for the land

sacrificing their life
and people of the state
still is ready everytime
to protect the land of
the land of the state.
If anything against the
will of the people is
done than the people
may decide to make its
own future without
getting in touch with
India.
Jeetendra
also
reminded
the
government of India
about their promises
and cautions the same
of
serious
consequences
if
anything against the
people of the state has
been taken.
Representatives of
HERICOUN, AMUCO,
AMMU etc were present
in today’s occasion.
Consultative member
of the UCM L Jadu,
Ibotombi Khuman and
President of the UCM
Sunil Karam attended
the
remembrance
function as presidium
members.

Chandel Observes Rashtriya Ekta Diwas
DIPR
Chandel, Oct 31:
Rashtriya Ekta Diwas,
National Unity Day was
observed today at
Chandel district. The
observation function
was jointly organised by
Nehru Yuva Kendra,
Chandel and the District
administration,
Chandel, at the DC
complex. It
was
observed under the
themes: Knowledge,
Traditions, Practices

and Heritage of India.
Speaking on the
occasion
the
DeputyCommissioner,
Chandel, Krishna Kumar,
reiterated the life
history of Shri Sardar
Vallabhai Patel on whose
birthday the day is
being celebrated and
enumerates the roles
played by him in uniting
the country after its
independence. He
farther added that we
all as a responsible
citizen should recommit

ourselv es
and
contribute in making
our country a strong and
united nation and
protect it from external
as well as internal
threats.
Speaking on the
occasion Ng. Ramson
Mongsang, District
Youth Co-ordinator,
NYK, Chandel said that
we should maintain the
spirit of unity in
diversity of which
Sardar Vallabhai Patel
had envisaged, in our

district, chandel which
is as diverse as our
country India, and
should contribute in our
own possible ways.
As part of today’s
function Rashtriya Ekta
Diwas Pledge was also
taken under which the
Deputy Commissioner,
Chandel, Krishna Kumar,
DLOs, members of NYK
and all, together
pledged to dedicated
themselves to preserve
the unity, integrity and
security of the nation.

Niti Aayog releases draft model
Act on land titles
IT Correspondent
New Delhi, October 31:
The Niti Ayog has
released a draft model
act and rules for states
on conclusive land
titling with an aim to
reduce litigations and
ease
the
land
acquisition process for
infrastructure
projects.
The model act and rules
will provide state
governments power to
order
for
establishment,
administration and
management of a
system
of
title
registration
of
immovable properties.
The aim of the draft
model act is to reduce

a large number of land
related litigations and
also improve land
acquisitions for the
infrastructure
projects.
Under the model act,
the land dispute
resolution officer and
land title appellate
tribunal are one-shot
institutions which will
fade away as the work
reduces. Also, after
three years of its
notification,
the
register of title will
become conclusive
without any external
action.
Conclusive land titles
are guaranteed by the
state for correctness
and entail provision for
compensation by the

Chief Minister N. Biren Singh and Dy.
CM Share the dais on Rashtriya Sankalp
Diwas (National Re-dedication Day)
celebration even though NPP and BJP is
having taugh fight at Wangoi Assembly
Bi-election

state in case of any
dispute. According to
the draft act, any
person aggrieved by an
entry in the Record of
Titles notified under
Section 11, may file an
objection before the
Title
Registration
Officer within three
years from the date of
such
notification.
Following this, the Title
Registration Officer will
make an entry to that
effect in Register of
Titles and in the
Register of Disputes and
refer the case to the
land dispute resolution
officer.
A party aggrieved with
an order of the land
dispute resolution
officer may file an

appeal before the Land
Titling
Appellate
Tribunal within 30 days
of passing of such an
order. A special bench
of High court will be
designated to deal with
appeals against the
orders passed by the
Land Titling Appellate
Tribunal.
The move towards a
land titling framework
is aimed at reducing
land-related litigations
and improved land
acquisition
for
infrastructure projects.
In a conclusive titling
system,
the
government provides
guaranteed titles for
the
land,
and
compensation in case of
any ownership disputes.
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State Observes National
Re-Dedication Day
IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
As done in other parts
of
the
country,
Rashtriya
Sankalp
Diwas (National Rededication Day) was
observed in the State as
well with Chief Minister
N. Biren Singh as the
chief guest at the
conference hall of
Manipur Secretariat
(South Block) today.
The observance was
held to mark the death
anniversary of former
Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi. Deputy Chief
Minister
Shri
Y.
Joykumar Singh was the
president of the
function attended by
Ministers, MLAs and
high ranking officials of
the State Government.

Speaking
at
the
occasion, Shri N. Biren
Singh urged the people
of the State to take the
pledge of strengthening
the integrity and unity
of the country by
following
Indira
Gandhi’s ideals. He said
that Indira Gandhi
ordered military action
against the militants
holed up inside Golden
Temple, which led to her
assassination by her own
bodyguards on this day
in 1984. It must be so
tough to take such a
decision because she
had to choose between
the nation’s security
and the sanctity of a
religious place, the
Chief
Minister
observed.
He said, “We need to
further strengthen the

integrity of the country
and uplift the living
standard of our people.
We should also put in
more
efforts
by
concentrating more on
bringing
equal
development in all
sections of the society
so that we may achieve
advancement at par
with the dev eloped
countries.”
The Chief Minister
further said that every
community irrespective
of any religion or caste
should try to maintain
peace
because
development is possible
only when there is peace
and
tranquillity.
Mentioning
about
armed movements
prevalent in some parts
of the country, the
Chief Minister observed

that
peaceful
negotiation is the only
solution
because
violence only creates
misunderstanding
among
different
communities.
Speaking
at
the
occasion, Y. Joykumar
Singh said that even
though Indira Gandhi is
no more, her sacrifices
for the country and high
ideals
are
still
remembered by one and
all. He opined that all
those who have come
forward to serve the
people as public leaders
should
possess
sacrificial spirit. What
is being witnessed today
in the country as
development is possible
only because of the
sacrifices made by the
past leaders, he said.
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RADIO DRAMA IN MANIPUR

Bi-Election
campaign and the
COVID-19 pandemic
After BJP Candidate Ginsuanhau got elected in the bielection after rival independent candidate Chinglunthang
withdrew his candidature in Singhat Assembly constituency,
campaign at the remaining four assembly constituencies where
the bi-election is scheduled on November 7 is gaining momentum
amidst COVID-19 pandemic. With just few days left, the
frequency of election campaign meeting is on the rise. People
in the four assembly constituencies where the bi-election will
be held show election campaign meeting everyday attended by
star campaigners of major political parties.
All the political parties claimed the meeting to have been
conducted following the SOPs to contain COVID-19 pandemic,
but photos and videos uploaded at social media as well as photo
captured through the lens of reporter show supporters gathering
without maintaining social distances, some are seen with face
mask but many are also seen sitting among the public attending
the meeting without face masks. Close contact between workers
of rival candidates while having heated argument with workers
getting hurt as they scuffled at Lilong assembly constituencies
have been reported. Particularly in these four assembly
segments – Lilong, Wangjing Tentha, Wangoi and Saitu, people
seems to have forgotten that an unseen dreaded virus that is
killing not only the Manipuri society but also attacking the
people across the world. All they heard at the campaign meeting
are about justification of the respective candidates by their
respective leaders to win the heart of the voters. COVID-19
pandemic is not an issue for the bi-election in Manipur even
though it is a major threat for all the people across the world.
Well for both the ruling party as well as for the opposition
candidates, it may be of utmost important for them to win the
five seats, where the BJP had already won one with the rival
candidate withdrawing his candidature at Singhat assembly
constituency.
Promise and assurances for development and jobs on the
other hand criticisms for violation of the constitutional
provisions were topic at almost every election campaign
meeting of any political party. None of the leaders of any political
party’s campaigners seems to render the reality of the present
Manipur because of the COVID-19 pandemic. None of the leaders
– be it Conrad Sangma of the NPP, who is the chief Minister if
Meghalaya and also the president of the NPP, or the Chief
Minister of Manipur N. Biren Singh or the Congress star
campaigners including CLP leaders Okram Ibobi had ever
mention the gathering on the needs to follow SOPs for
containment of the COVID-19 . There has never been any single
words heard from the election campaigners about the need for
containment of the virus that is and will be killing the society.
Blame games to one another were what has been heard from
the words of the so called public figures that represented their
respective political parties.
Bi-election is mandatory as per the provision of the
constitution of the country but saying so why these leaders of
every political parties are leaving aside the real issues taking
advantage of the gathering for election meeting. Irrespective
of political parties, the Election commission should have made
mandatory for spreading of awareness about the COVID-19 and
for that the commission should have directed the government
to make an arrangement that all election related meeting should
be attended by at least an expert from the state health
department so that people gathering for election (for whoever
candidates) are taught about the needs to protect themselves
from the pandemic. The commission could have empowered
those experts to enforce the SOPs while conducting the election
meeting.
There is still time and the election meeting are likely to
rise in the following few days until the election is completed .
It will be better for the government to make it mandatory for
an expert to delivered speech at all election related meetings
of every candidates.

Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For
advertisement kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time
being readers can reach the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745
for any purpose.

By - SagolsemIndrakumar
(Translated by Aheibam
Koireng Singh)
Radio Drama is one of newest
art form. But today, Radio drama
is not a new thing to the general
masses. Next to news and film
songs, among the All India Radio
(AIR) programs, Drama has the
greatest number of listeners.
Today, there are so many
playwrights, artists for radio
drama and a large number of
audience to listen to them. At
this juncture, it is pertinent to
relook at the history of Radio
drama.
In the year 1927, one
broadcasting company by the
name Indian Broadcasting
Company commissioned two
broadcasting station first at
Bombay and subsequently at
Calcutta. The Bombay Station
way inaugurated by Lord Irwin,
incumbent Viceroyof India on 23rd
July. On 1stApril 1930, it was
renamed as the Indian State
Broadcasting Service (ISBS) and
Lionel Fielden, formerly with the
British Broadcasting Services
(BBS) assumed and function as
its controller. ISBS was again
given a new nomenclature as All
India Radio (AIR) in 1935, June
8. The third Radio Station in
India was commissioned at
Delhi.
Indian Broadcasting Company
started airing dramas which are
radiogenic
from
1936.
Meanwhile questions can be
raised as to why radio drama
was started airing very much
later almost after 10 years as
India had a broadcasting station
as early as 1927. Advancement
in the science and technology
also
brought so
many
corresponding changes in the art
and literature. Radio is one such
wonder brought about by the
advancement in science and
technology. It brought a change
among the people of their earlier
notion of drama. For centuries,
people have been considering
drama as an audio-visual art
form of arts and literature. But
radio drama has proved that
drama can be played and
perform only with audio voices.
It is because of this reason that
stage dramatists, litterateurs
and theatre personas were
hesitant to acknowledge drama
as an art form.
Actually the purpose of radio
drama is same as that of writing
a story, narrating a story. In radio
drama, story is narrated in
dramatized form through the
medium of microphone. There is
no stage and camera for it.
Microphone is the only medium
for radio drama. That is why
there is a sea of difference in
writing and producing a radio
drama and that of stage drama.
One example of such difference
is that we cannot know and
comprehend the story, sequence
and character of the film by
listening to its soundtrack. In
radio drama, there are voices,
musical and sound effects. All
these are also equally there in
the film. But in films, more
importance are given to films.
Without visuals, only by listening
its sound track, one cannot fully
comprehend the story. In Radio
Drama, on the other hand, the
part for seeing are replaced by
dialogue, music and sound
effect. So, in radio drama, all
the story are well understood and
comprehensible only by
listening. All scenes can be
visualised as if it is happening
in front of the eyes of the
listeners. Same is the case of
the stage drama also. It too could
not be comprehended and
understood only by listening. As

stage dramas are scripted and
produced giving more emphasis
on visuals. Stage Drama and
films can fully express the story
without any dialogue or voice.
There are so many dialogue less
films also. However, in radio
drama, as it is based on voices
and sound effects, even a brief
spell of silence without any voice
or sound effect makes the
listeners restless. In radio
drama, dramatists, producers,
and artists with all their talents
with the help of microphone,
depicts the story of the drama
in a wholesome manner and
successfully portrays as if it is
occurring before the eyes. Here
the most important role is that
of narrative dialogue. Listeners
are made known of the place,
time and situation with the help
of narrative dialogue.
In addition to narrativ e
dialogue, there are so many
others which differentiates
radio drama from stage drama.
In radio drama, there is no
limitation for place and time.
What cannot be performed and
are not possible in stage drama
are possible and can be enacted
in stage drama. Conversely,
radio drama to aptly put means
listening to radio. Listeners
have the right to switch off the
radio at their will. So, the
introductory part of radio drama
should be presented in a way
which is attractive to the
listeners. If the introductory part
doesn’t give pleasure to the
listeners, it will automatically be
switched off. All the elements
which can give story should be
given at a short period of time.
In radio drama, there is no use
for inclusion of preamble,
prologue, and subplot. The
concluding part is also same. It
should give a lasting impression
to the audience, make them
discuss about it and leave them
satisfied. Just to giv e an
example, it is crucially very
important to give a sequence of
the storyline without break, and
there should be concerted
efforts to make in a way which
gives pleasure to the listener
from the beginning to the end.
The time duration for the radio
drama are 15 minutes, 30
minutes, 45 minutes and 60
minutes. The standard time
duration of radio drama is
actually 30 minutes. Globally, the
time duration of radio drama for
most of the radio station is 30
minutes. Considering its limited
time, characters in the drama,
that is, the number of artists
should be very few. As it not
visually seen, characters in the
radio drama are determined by
their voice. The lesser the
number of characters, the more
easily comprehensible and
understood it is to the listener
audience.
Although radio broadcasting
started in 1929 in India, It is only
from the 1936 that airing radio
drama started. Reasons for it
could be dramatists and
playwrights of stage drama could
not innovate themselves from
their technique of writing stage
drama and were not acquainted
with writing radiogenic drama
which are suitable for radio. So,
writers started translating
English one act plays and radio
drama of British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) to various
Indian languages and started
broadcasting from radio stations
in India. Later, playwrights and
dramatistsemulate
the
techniques of BBC radio plays and
started writing their own.
Ensuing to it there was
advancements and Indian radio
drama dev eloped in great
measure. So many radiogenic

dramas have started coming up
in various Indian languages.
Those radio dramas were not
only radiogenic but also of high
literary merit. In 1947 after India
became independent, All India
Radio also gained its autonomy
from the BBC. India’s
independence gave a new
impetus to the Radio Drama of
India giving rise to new thinking
and feelings with renewed
vigour. This gave a new shape
to the art and cultural heritage
and historical wealth of the
Indians.
One of the most outstanding
achievement of Indian Radio
Drama is AIR’s national program
of plays at all India level.
National Programme of plays was
first introduced in the year 1956.
For the past 50 years or so, the
programme has been at the
national carrying the personality
and charm of actual India. The
program is aired on the fourth
Thursday of every month at 9.30
pm from the radio stations at
Delhi and all others at a time.
For the said national programme
of plays, plays are selected from
among the recognised languages
of India and translated into
various regional languages and
broadcasted simultaneously at
the same time. The objective of
it is to have exchanges of literary
wealth of various regions of the
country.
Through
this
programme, the national
integrity, harmony, and colours
of unity in diversity are
presented to the listeners.
Today, after years of trial and
experimentation, Indian radio
drama can be said to be fully
matured and has reached its
zenith. Today, radio drama
enjoys the status of an
altogether different artform,
having its own literature, rules,
tradition and occupies a
respectable and honoured place
at the national level. The radio
drama through the network of all
the radio stations in India not
only provides entertainment to
the crores of Indians but also
prov ide information with
educative value. It is a matter
of great personal satisfaction
and pride that there was a
change in the perception of the
various Indian universities
about the radio drama that
radio drama have been taken up
as area of study for serious
academic pursuit leading to the
award of degree of Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD), and Master of
Philosophy (M.Phil). So many
renowned
and
reputed
universities have Radio Drama
in their curriculum for
Department of Drama.
Radio Drama which started in
1936 after it has become
developed and fully matured
hav e been taking huge
responsibilities in shaping up the
new drama literature. It is to
everyone’s knowledge that most
of the Indian Stage Dramas of
yesteryears were mostly based
o n r el igi o us sc r i p tu r es o f
Hindu tradition and historical.
But many radio dramas aired
by AIR while focusing on social
t h e m es d i sc us ses m an y
pertinent social issues thereby
taking up the responsibility for
bringing social reforms. AIR
d es er v e s
due
a c k n o w le d g em e n t
and
recognition for it. Many of
su c h p l a y s , a f t e r sli g ht
modification w ere found
produced and staged in the
form of one act play in various
Indian regional lan guages.
From all these reasons, all the
one act playwright from the
1940-50s were all nourished and
mentored by All India Radio. At
the national level also, old

The renowned cultural
activist, playwright and
radio personality Sagolsem
Indrakumar Singh passed
away yesterday morning at
his residence at
Thangmeiband Khuyathong
. He was 79 years old.
dramas, novels, epics like
Ramayana and Mahabharata
which remain confined to the
library shelves and classroom
teaching were all adapted in the
form of radio drama by the AIR
and reached out to the audience
listeners in the nook and corner
of the country by airing it.
AIR ever since its existence and
its radio drama has been of great
help to the Indian stage drama
either directly or indirectly. It is
common knowledge that at
about 1930 with the coming of
talkie cinema, it tremendously
hard-hit the various regional
language theatre leading to its
downfall. In some places, so
many previous theatre even
seemed to v anish. At such
juncture, AIR encouraged the
stage drama and helped in
revamping again. In recent
years, the new techniques of
radio drama were shadowed on
the stage drama. Many stage
dramas were written in the form
of radio drama. They started
using richly flashback, flash
forward, sound effect which are
usually radio drama techniques.
The limitation for time and place
are also today eased out.
With the commissioning and
broadcasting of programme by
AkashvaniImphal on 15 April
1963, radio drama too started
around it. But during those early
days of broadcasting, it was not
frequent. NongmaithemSudhir
Singh who was associated with
the AIR, Imphal Station during
1963 to early part of 1974 worked
wholeheartedly with sacrifice
and dedication for the promotion
and development of radio drama.
It would not be an exaggeration
to say that it was because of the
strong foundation laid byhim
that the succeeding officials of
AIR Station Imphal were able to
reach the present status that
radio drama has. In the said
period of time, so many beautiful
radio dramas were broadcasted
and so many selected radio
drama which were previously
broadcasted in the national
programme of plays were
translated and broadcasted.
Mention could be made of
‘CharamnarabaNungMapei’
(Hungry Heap of Stones),
‘SamayanagiMakhada’
(Underneath the Samiyana), and
Dr. Faustus.
In and around the year 1969, AIR
Imphal Station started airing
serialised play on family centric
themes.
GC
Tongbra’s‘TaibangjambagiImung’
(Taibangjamba’s Family) was
the first family serial play. The
said serial was broadcasted
about more than 100 episodes.
After that came in the form of
co medy pla y, ‘ Epom ’(tr.,
Wav e). T his actua lly i s a
realisation
of
NongmaithemSudhir’s dreams
through his own effort. Epom
during those were so well famed
and liked by people.
(Contd. on Page 3)
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PWF disbursed Rs 1.46 lakh as assistance to 5 “Laiyingthou Asiba
journalists; Call Applications for the next cycle
Sanamahi”
of financial assistance
IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
A charitable Trust of All
Manipur
Working
Journalists’ Union (
AMWJU), Paomee Welfare
Foundation (PWF) on Friday
disbursed its Medical
Financial Assistance to five
bona fide beneficiaries,
worth Rs 1,46,000/- only.
PWF’s team comprising its
chairperson, Wangkhemcha
Shamjai and Managing
Trustee,
Bijoy
Kakchingtabam, Senior
Trustee, N Tombiraj and
Secretary
Sunzu
Bachaspatimayum handed
over
the
financial

assistance to each of the
beneficiaries at a simple
distribution function held
at the Manipur Press Club.
With the end of the phase1 of the Medical Financial
Assistance for 2020-21,
PWF invites applications
from bona fide journalists
and retired journalists to
av ail its assistance for
phase-2, eligible for
treatment
expenses
incurred between 1st
October – 31st March 2020.
The distribution of the
phase - 1 of the assistance
was carried out following
the recommendations of
the Medical Board of the
Foundation, comprising

Nasha Mukt Bharat
campaign held
IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
The Master Volunteers
Training programme on
Prevention of Substance
and Alcohol Abuse under the
Nasha Mukt Bharat Abhiyan
was conducted
at
Panchayat Bhavan, Imphal
East
DC
Complex,
Porompat organised jointly
by
the
District
Administration, Imphal
East and District Social
Welfare Office, Imphal
East on Friday.
A.Umarani Devi gave the
welcome speech and
Keynote address of the
programme and Smt.
Khumanthem Diana Devi,
IAS, Deputy Commissioner,
Imphal East opened the
training programme with
brief speech on menace of
drug abuse among the
youths in Manipur.
The Training programme
consists of topics such as
(1)Basics of Drugs and
Alcohol presented by Dr.R.K
Lenin,
Head
of
Department, Psychiatric,
RIMS. (2) Drugs in Legal
Perspectiv e
by
K h . D e v k u m a r
Singh,O.C.Narcotic of
Porompat Police Station.

(3)Role of Community and
Stakeholder in prevention
of Drug Abuse Programme
by Dr.Jayanta, Director
SLCA. (4)Work Plan of the
Nasha
Mukt
Bharat
Campaign by Ksh.Jibamala
Devi, Project Director, Kripa
Foundation.
The Master Volunteers were
volunteers from NYKS, NSS
volunteers from Modern
College, Supervisors ICDS
Imphal East I& II, Resource
Persons (RTE) from ZEO
Office, Volunteers from
DACO, v olunteers from
various NGOs such as Kripa
Foundation, UNICAM,
SASO, SODAM, PEWA, and
Nirvana Foundation and
Police personnel numbering
around 52 persons were
trained
as
Master
Volunteers to bring changes
among the youths so that
the society is drug abuse
free society.
At the end of the
programme, Mangminlian
Vaiphei,
Assistant
Commissioner, Imphal East
gave the vote of thanks to
all the Resources persons
and participants. The
participants were also
awarded with Certificate of
Participation along with TA/
DA.

8th Anniversary Zogam
Today observed

IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
A thanksgiving programme
o f Zo gam To d ay Da il y
N ew sp ap er w as held
yesterday to mark the 8th
Anniversary in the office
with the presence of staffs
and well-wishers.
The editor, S Nengkhanlun
Zou praise the Almighty for
taking them this far and
he thank the staffs, wellwishers and subscribers

for their selfless service
and contribution. After the
speech, he gave token to
all the staffs and Rev.
L am suan th an g
Zou,
Z og am To da y go spe l
co lumni st ha d a sho rt
p ray e rs t o c lose th e
gathering.
In connection with the
observance the newspaper
were delivered with one
f ac e masked eac h t o
spread the awareness of
Covid-19 to the readers.

representatives from three
reputed hospitals, namely,
Dr A Santa Singh, director
RIMS, Dr Kh. Lokeshwar
Singh and Dr. O. Guneshwar
Singh of JNIMS and Shija
Hospital’s
managing
director, Dr Kh. Palin. The
first phase of assistance
was eligible for medical
treatment
expenses
incurred between 1st April
to 31st September 2020
only.
Leihaothabam Ajitkumar
Sharma of IS TV, Pouguilung
Kamei of Peoples Chronicle,
Lairenlakpam Maipak Singh
of Poknapham were

awarded
financial
assistance of Rs 30,000/(thirty thousand only) each
for their treatment
expenses incurred on their
wives’ medical condition.
Wahengbam Kumarjit of IS
TV received Rs 38,000/(thrityeight only) as
assistance towards the
treatment expenditure on
his
wife’s
medical
condition. Ayekpam Birjit
Meitei of Kanglapao who
was recommended an
assistance of Rs 20,000/by the Medical Board for his
ulcer treatment was given
Rs 14,000/- (fourteen

thousand) only as he was
previously aided with Rs
6,000/- (six thousand)
from the Immediate
Medical Relief Fund of PWF
handed over by AMWJU on
emergency basis.
Every year, financial
assistances are handed
after every six months.
Paomee
Welfare
Foundation came into being
in 2017 to independently
managed AMWJU’s corpus
Funds of over Rs 85 lakhs,
raised by way of a Mega
Lottery organized in 2017
under the president-ship of
Wangkhemcha Shamjai.

IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
MLA
Khumukcham
Joykishan
today
inaugu r at e d a n ew l y
constructed
temple
k no w n a s M o r a m b a
shanglen of Laiyingthou

Asiba Sanamahi at Tokpa
To k p a P u n g Sa c r e d
(leifamlen) place inside
DM College Campus. The
temple is constructed by
t h e ML A w i t h sup p o r t
from the people of
Thangmeiband Assembly
constituency.

MoU inked between IBSD, Imphal and Institute of
Chemical Technology (ICT), Mumbai
IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
Institute of Bioresources
and
Sustainable
Dev elopment
(IBSD),
Imphal
inked
a
memorandum
of
understanding (MoU) with
Institute of Chemical
Technology (ICT), Mumbai
today for different
collaborative activities.
The MoU was signed
between Prof. Pulok Kumar
Mukherjee, Director of
IBSD and Prof. Aniruddha
Pandit, Vice Chancellor

of Institute of Chemical
Technology (ICT), Mumbai.
The purpose of signing the
MoU is for creation of a
framework for collaboration
between
the
two
institutions. The objective
of the MoU is to establish a
mutual relationship based
on scientific collaboration
programmes and academic
exchanges.
Under the MoU, joint
collaborative research
works between faculty,
students and staff of the
two institutions will be
facilitated.

Apart from utilization of
sophisticated facilities in
both the institutions,
experience and expertise
concerning administration
and management of both
institutions will also be
shared
und e r
the
agreement. Technology
d ev e lo p m e n t w i t h a n
emphasis on Bioresources
u t i li z a t i o n
a nd
Sustainable Development
will be initiated under this
M oU . T h is is th e f i rst
e v e r M o U si gn ed b y
Institute of Bioresources
a nd
Sustainable

Dev elopment
(IBSD),
Imphal with an institution
in Maharashtra. Both the
institutions are keen to

explore the possible
potentials in respective
areas under this joint
collaboration.

Contd. from page -2

RADIO DRAMA IN MANIPUR
Actors in the Epom of those
days
were
Ta kh e ll a mb a m C h ao b a,
MayangImphalTomba, and
OinamBabu. They left
‘ShumangLila’(Courtyard
Play) and opted for Epom
(tr., Wave). Later they
became renowned figures
as Epom artists.
In the early part of 1974,
after NongmaithemSudhir’s
demise, as there was no
one to shoulder the
responsibility of radio
drama, there was a period
of
uncertainty
and
vagueness.
In
1977
February,
Sagolsem
Indrakumar
assumed
charge as the new drama
producer. It can be said that
from that time, a new
phase had started in the
history of radio drama of
AIR Imphal Station. From
that time onwards, a fixed
point chart and schedule
was formulated and started
airing only the new dramas.
Every Sunday morning at 12
o’clock, play of 50 minutes
duration were broadcasted;
every Saturday at 7. 45 pm,
family serial of 20 minutes
duration were broadcasted;
on second Thursday of
every month, play of 30
minutes duration at 9.30
pm; and on fourth Saturday
of every month at 9.30 pm
a programme of plays on
culture
which
was
broadcasted from Delhiand
all other radio stations was
translated to Manipuri in

advance and broadcasted
simultaneously at the same
time and same date from
the AIR station of Imphal.
Different and varied plays
started airing. In the year
1977 itself, Maharaj
kumari
Binodini’s‘
ImagiNingthem’ (My Son,
My Precious), and Dr.
Kamal’s novel, ‘Madhabi’
was adapted as radio drama
and aired from the AIR
station
of
Imphal.
Afterwards,
Imagi
Ningthem was produced as
film and bagged the
prestigious Grand Prix
award at the International
film festival.
Radio Drama in India ever
since its existence, it
started giving either direct
or indirect influence in the
stage drama. In and around
1930, with the emergence
of talkie cinema, stage
drama at various places
played in different regional
languages got dilapidated
to some extent. At that
point of time, AIR Stations
played a great role by
broadcasting radio dramas
reaching out to the nook
and corner of India in an
effort towards revamping
stage drama anew. AIR
Imphal Station also started
broadcasting Radio Drama
from 1953 inspiring young
writers to write. So many
writers were produced each
year. So many people
irrespective of men or
women started involving

heartily in the stage drama
today. This can be
attributed
to
the
motivation and inspiration
given by radio drama.
In addition to it, as an
encouraging gesture to
stage drama, from 1980
onwards every year on
World Theatre Day which
falls on 27 March, radio
drama festival have been
organised for ten days to
coincide with the world
theatre day. During the
festivals, stage plays which
were
successfully
performed by the theatres
in Manipur were adapted
and performed as radio
drama. As a motivation to
young writers All India
Competition for Radio
Playwright was organised
for every two years and
first, second, and third
prize winners were awarded
handsomely.
Today, radio drama is not
new in Manipur. Next to
News, and film songs, radio
drama has the highest
number
of
listener
audience. The radio drama
of AIR Imphal Stationcan be
said to be no less than the
national standard. Every
year, many dramas got
Akashvani award at the
national level.
Radio Dramas which
bagged national award are:
1).
‘Kathokpa’
(Sacrifice), 1978;
2).
‘Anuradhapur
Ashramgi Rajkumar’

(Rajkumar
of
Anuradhapur Ashram,
19870;
3). ‘LonthoktabagiLol’
(Language of the Mute),
1985;
4). ‘LaidhiLubak’ (Doll
Box), 1987; and
5). ‘NongfadokLakpada’
(Coming once in a while),
1990.
In addition Kathokpa and
NongfadokLakpada has
been translated to Hindi
and v arious regional
languages and broadcasted.
Another Radio Drama,
‘MarupAni’ (two friends)
has been broadcasted as
chain play serial.
Radio
Drama
also
contributed richly to the
literature. So many books
which bagged Sahitya
Academy
awards
NingombamIbobi Singh’s
‘Karnagi Mamma and
K a r n a g i A r o i b a Ya h i p ’
(Mother of Karnaand
Karna’s Last Breadth);
Arambam Samarendra’s
Leibaklei (The Flower of
the Ground) were all have
earlier played as radio
drama. ImagiNingthem, a
film which have bagged
national and international
awards was also originally
scripted as radio drama by
MaharajkumariBinodini.
Today also, so Manipuri
Manipuri
films,
‘ChatledoEidi’ (Gone with
my heavy heart), ‘Lallasi
Pal’ (Let’s outstep the
o b s t a c l e ) ,

‘PunsinaPunsigidammak’
(Life
for
life),
‘AdungeigiMasanagum’
(Bygone Effervescence),
‘LaidhiLubak’ (Doll Box),
were all new reincarnations
of the Radio Drama which
have all been broadcasted
previously. Radio dramas
which have been published
as book and became a
valuable addition to the
literary wealth were so
numerous. It would be a
difficult and onerous task
to count them all.
Today, radio drama has
gained global recognition as
a new art form. Radio
drama has found its place
in the curriculum of many
Indian universities and PhD
degrees were also awarded
in the area of study and
subject matter of Radio
drama. In a democratic
country like India, the role
of radio drama is of
paramount importance. Not
only as an art form, Radio
drama also acts as a carrier
of voices and messages
which are intended to reach
out to the general public.
In the year 1962, 1964 and
1972 when enemy invaded
India, radio drama played
a great role in providing
strength and courage to the
people. In Manipur also, the
role played by radio drama
in easing communal tension
and restoring normalcy,
promoting mutual love and
living together in harmony
are to people’s knowledge.

[Reproduced from the book, Aheibam Koireng Singh, Shukhdeba Sharma Hanjabam, KshChitrabhanu Devi (eds.), Media in Manipur,
Vol.I, published forIntellectual Forum of North East by Akansha Publishing House, N. Delhi, 2020, ISBN 978-81-8370-575-2]
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CM inaugurates new AJWJU
office building

IT News
Imphal, Oct. 31:

Chief Minister N. Biren
Singh inaugurated a newly
constructed office building
of All Jiribam Working
Journalists’ Union (AJWJU)
via video conferencing from
the Cabinet Hall of Chief
Minister’s Secretariat today.
In his speech, the Chief
Minister said that once a
neglected area in the past,
Jiribam has now become a
key location and the western
corridor to the State. There
were lots of inconveniences
when the State mainly relied
on
Imphal-Dimapur

highway. However, the
situation had drastically
changed after ImphalJiribam
road
was
revamped, he added.
Moreov er, railway is
expected to reach Imphal
via Jiribam soon, he said
and added that people and
the media of Jiribam should
play key roles in the strict
enforcement of Inner Line
Permit System by remaining
vigilant and promptly
informing the authority
whenever any wrongdoing
happens. Media should be
strengthened and at the
same time, people and the
authority should also be

sincere in this regard, the
Chief Minister observed.
Stating that media is
known as the fourth pillar
of democracy, Shri N. Biren
Singh opined that media
should not concentrate only
on negative reporting.
Among others, Forest and
Environment Minister
Awangbou Newmai, Social
Welfare Minister Okram
Henry, Adv isor to CM
(Health) Dr. Sapam Ranjan
and Manipur Building &
Other
Construction
Workers’ Welfare Board
Chairperson Heikham
Dingo were also present at
the function.

Irabot Foundation Manipur
condole the demise of
Selheibam Bihari
IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
Irabot Foundation Manipur
deeply condole the sudden
demise
it
member
Selheibam Bihari.
Selheibam Bihari, son of
Selheibam Leibakmacha
and Thambal Devi of
Thangmeiband Hijam
Dewan Leikai , Imphal

West was a dedicated
member of the Irabot
Foundation Manipur and
had been taking major role
to improve the condition of
the farmer community of
the state.
A condolence message by
Kh. Gopen Luwang, Genral
Secretary of the Irabot
Foundation Manipur said
that the foundation extend

its deepest condolences to
the family members of
Selheibam Bihari, who left
all of us for the Heavenly
abode on the October 29,
2020.The Foundation also
we share the unbearable
grief with his family
members and committed to
be with them in making an
attempt to fill the
irreparable void.

Indian Railways launches
‘Meri Saheli’ for security of
women in trains

By Raju Vernekar
Mumbai, Oct 31:
With a view to offer more
safety
to
women
passengers, Indian Railway
has launched “Meri Saheli”
initiative which seeks to
focus attention on ensuring
safety and security of
women
passengers
travelling by trains for their
entire journey from
starting
station
to
destination station across
all zones.
An initiative of RPF, the
strategy entails interaction
with lady passengers
especially those travelling
alone by a team of young
lady RPF personnel at the
originating station. These
lady passengers will be
briefed
about
all
precautions to be taken
during the journey and will
be told to dial 182 in case
they face or see any
problem in the coach.
The RPF team will collect
only the seat numbers of
the ladies and will convey
them to stoppages en-

route. The platform duty
RPF personnel at the
stopping stations en-route
will keep unobtrusive watch
over the concerned coaches
and berths and if the need
arises, will interact with the
lady passengers. RPF/RPSF
escort onboard will cover all
the coaches/identified
berths during its duty
period.
RPF
teams
at
the
destination will collect the
feedback
from
the
identified lady passengers.
The feedback then will be
analysed and corrective
action, if any, will be taken.
If some distress call comes
from a train covered under
“Meri Saheli” initiative, the
call will be monitored at the
level of senior officers.
It is worth noting that the
“Meri Saheli” initiative was
started as a pilot project in
South Eastern Railway in
September 2020 and after
getting
encouraging
response
from
lady
passengers,
it
was
extended to all zones and
KRCL from 17 October,

2020. Now the operation is
gathering momentum.
“Railway stations and
trains will witness a
manifold increase in
footfall
during
the
upcoming festive season.
To face the challenges
posed by increased footfall
effectively, especially
during the pandemic
wherein COVID protocol
also needs to be rigorously
enforced,” said the Union
Ministry of Railway’
statement.
“It was felt that offenders
inv olved
in
human
trafficking may try to
indulge in the trafficking of
women and children taking
advantage of the festive
season rush as they are
most vulnerable to this
crime. Action plan to curb
the menace of human
trafficking during the
upcoming festive season
was discussed. It was
decided that a sustained
and concerted drive will be
launched to identify and
apprehend the traffickers,”
the Railway Ministry said.
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RBI launches surveys on consumer
confidence, inflation expectations

IT Correspondent
Mumbai, Oct. 31:

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI
) has launched the latest round
of surveys to capture
consumer confidence and
inflation expectations of
households, which are useful
inputs for its monetary policy.
The RBI has been regularly
conducting
Consumer
Confidence Survey (CCS) and
Inflation Expectations Survey
of Households (IESH). The
results of these surveys
“provide useful inputs for
monetary policy”, the RBI said
while announcing the launch
of the November 2020 round
of CCS and IESH through two
statements. The next
meeting of the RBI Governorheaded Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) is scheduled
for 02 December to 04

December, 2020.
The CCS which seeks
qualitative responses from
households regarding their
sentiments on general
economic
situation,
employment scenario, price
level, households’ income and
spending, is conducted
regularly in 13 cities —
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Bhopal, Chennai, Delhi,
Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jaipur,
Kolkata, Lucknow, Mumbai,
Patna
and
Thiruvananthapuram covering
over about 5,400 respondents
across these cities.
The Mumbai-based agency,
M/s Hansa Research Group
Pvt. has been engaged to
conduct the survey of this
round on behalf of the RBI
through face-to-face as well
as telephonically, in view of the
phase-wise resumption of

activities. For this purpose,
the selected households will
be approached by the
agency and they will be
requested to provide their
responses.
Other
individuals, who are not
approached by the agency,
can also participate in this
survey by providing their
responses using the linked
survey schedule. The filled
in survey schedule can be emailed to RBI.
The RBI will also be conducting
IESH in November 2020. The
survey aims at capturing
subjective assessments on
price movements and
inflation, of approximately
6,000 households, based on
their individual consumption
baskets, across 18 cities, viz.,
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Bhopal,
Bhubaneswar,
Chandigarh, Chennai, Delhi,

Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jaipur,
Kolkata, Lucknow, Mumbai,
Nagpur, Patna, Raipur, Ranchi
and Thiruvananthapuram. The
survey seeks qualitative
responses from households on
price changes (general prices
as well as prices of specific
product groups) in the
three months ahead as well
as in the one year ahead
period and quantitative
responses on current, three
months ahead and one year
ahead inflation rates. The
results of this survey is
expected to provide useful
inputs for monetary policy.
The same agency, M/s
Hansa Research Group Pvt.
Ltd. will be conducting
these surveys related to
inflation expectations on
behalf of the RBI through
face-to-face as well as
telephonic interactions.

Sports

Manipur’s women continue to shine in Indian Sports

In football Ashalata Devi, in hockey
Suman Devi Thoudam – both from
Manipur is India’s hope today

Agency/IT News
Imphal, Oct 31:
After 5 time world
champion pugilist Mary
Kom , Manipuri women
continue to dominate the
sports arena of the country
giving hopes to the country
of more medal and fame.
A daughter of the soil
Ashalata Devi is leading the
Indian women’s national
football team as captain.
She has been an inspiration
to not only young football
aspirant in the state but
across the country. Her
dedication and confidence
now stands as the key to
Indian Women football
rolling in the intertional
arena.
Another daughter of the soil
Suman Devi Thoudam is
giving hope to Indian junior
women’s hockey team. She
play forward and had
successfully led the India
team to a fine victory in
Australia last year at the 3nation tournament for U21. Today Suman believes
the junior side is making
positiv e strides in the
International scene and are
rapidly gaining confidence
by the exposure they get.
“I always tell my
teammates to fight for
everything, even during
training exercises. You
enjoy the game, but you
also want to win. And to
win, that fighting instinct
needs to come from within.
That’s the most important
thing,” Ashalata Devi, the
centre-back from Manipur
told AIFF TV in an
interview.
“If you don’t fight in these
small matches, how will you
put up a fight in the bigger
ones?” she asserted.
The Indian women’s
national team has been
raising quite a few
eyebrows of late, having
earned some impressive
results over the last couple

Ashalata Devi

of years.
And her role is praiseworthy
in the success. Ashalata
also became the first
centre-back to be named
the AIFF Player of the Year
which she won in 2019.
Indian junior women’s
hockey team forward
Suman Devi Thoudam said
to the News mill , “Hockey
India has ensured the
junior women’s team gets
good
international
exposure with regular
events abroad planned for
us and this has really
helped
in
gaining
confidence. Playing in
countries like Australia
against home teams is
never easy but we have
done well in the past and
that confidence from a

victorious outing will surely
help us do well in our future
campaigns,”
She is now a part of the
ongoing national coaching
camp for Junior Women’s
core probable group in SAI,
Bengaluru.
Speaking to the news mill
about her own growth in the
team and her future
prospects, Suman says, “It
is always a dream for any
player to represent the
senior India team and that
is my ultimate dream too.
But to get there one really
has to prove herself. The
current Indian team is very
strong
and
very
experienced. They have
made great progress in this
Olympic cycle and there is
a very strong pool of players

in the senior group as well.
The junior women’s core
group too has talented
players who have shown
potential and there is
healthy
competition
amongst us to make the
senior cut. However, I am
just focused on improving
my own individual game at
the moment and I am also
focused on contributing to
the junior India team. This
is a very crucial year for us
as we prepare for the
Junior Women Asia Cup,”
explains Suman.
Back to the regular routine
in the national coaching
camp, Suman feels it will
take some time before the
group finds their old form.
“We have not trained in
over six months and now
after
two
weeks’
quarantine, we have begun
regular activities with
sessions on the field, in the
gym and our focus is now
on strength training and
conditioning before we
take-up the high intensity
workload. We are lucky to
be in an ongoing national
programme despite the
challenges due to the
pandemic and we want to
make full use of this
opportunity,” she says.

Suman Devi Thoudam in action
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